Power Installation
For 4-wire 240V power installations the incoming Line-1, Line-2, and Neutral
wires will need to be connected to the correspondingly labeled power lugs on the
circuit board. The ground wire will need to be connected to the ground lug
fastened to the aluminum frame right next to the board.
For 3-wire 240V power installations the incoming Line-1 and Line-2 wires will
need to be connected to the correspondingly labeled power lugs on the circuit
board. The incoming Line-2 will also need to be brought to the Neutral power lug.
The ground wire will need to be connected to the ground lug fastened to the
aluminum frame right next to the board.
For 120V power installations the 240V transformer will need to be swapped out
with it’s 120V equivelant. The incoming Line-1 and Neutral wires will need to be
connected to the correspondingly labeled power lugs on the circuit board. The
incoming Neutral will also need to be brought to the Line-2 power lug on the circuit
board.

Equipment Connection
The Circulation Pump receptacle is for circulation pumps (< 2Amps) only.
C5 controls uses the red wire for low-speed operation of Pump-1 and Pump-2,
and the black wire for hi-speed. Connecting a single speed pump as Pump-1 for
both operating the jets and heating/filtration is not recommended, but if you must
use a single speed pump for both, you must connect the red and black wires of the
pump cable together up to the high speed terminal on the back of the pump’s
motor to both operate jets and heat/filter.
If you are connecting an air blower or third pump to the Auxiliary receptacle, then
if there is a two speed Pump-2 it must be wired for single speed (no red wire)
operation at the back of the motor.
The Pump-1 and Pump-2 receptacles are pre-wired for 240V. The Ozone,
Ciculation Pump, Auxiliary, and Audio receptacles are all pre-wired for 120V (As
well as the gas heater pilot receptacle if applicable.).
These receptacles are all dyed different colors, and have white wires striped with
their respective receptacle’s color. To change the voltage of a receptacle simply
move it’s correspondingly color striped white wire at the power lugs from Neutral
to Line 2 to convert to 240V, or from Line 2 to Neutral to convert to 120V.

For more information, reference the Installation and Service Manual.
If you are qualified and liscensed service provider, contact United
Spas, Inc. or visit the web site at unitedspas.com to obtain a copy.

This reference card is provided solely to aid qualified spa
service technicians in installing United Spas controls!
United Spas control systems have absolutely no end user
serviceable parts. United Spas does not authorize attempts by the
spa owner/user to install or repair/service any United Spas
products.
Please contact your dealer or a locally licensed service center for
installation and technical support.

United Spas, Inc. - 2480-B N Glassell St - Orange, CA 92865
Phone: 714-282-1117 • Fax: 714-282-8684 • Web: www.UnitedSpas.com
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If the Component is 120V: Connect it's Common Line to the Neutral Lug
If the Component is 240V: Connect it's Common Line to the Line-2 Lug
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